Gran Galà Show in Padova Italy
The show was, during October 8 Saturday and 9 Sunday in Crowne Plaza Hotel Padova has been taken
placed.
I decided to participate in this show at the last
minute because from 2016 May we have a new
dealer appointed in Mestre / Venezia as this
dealer, for right now, still new and they need our
support. We prospect this new dealer because
Owner is a man of great sensitivity and
knowledge of the high end field. During the show,
he was able to listening our system and was hard
to hold tears came out and he spent lots of times
in listening. He has admitted that our system was
best ever heard in his 30 years of audio activity
(he was also a journalist in SUONO magazine),
and hundreds of systems he came across ever, not believed to be able to thrill listening a new system.
The show was very successful as was attended by many people and all were strongly and emotionally
excited with the sound of our system. Among, so many positive comments there was a musician who
has perceived the beautiful sound when he
step in the corridor, even before entering in
our room , and he excitingly said that our
system was the only one " lifelike ",sound
while the others were all " dead ". Another
visitor called the system "jewelry ".
Mr. Ricci of Fone Records was presenting
his new recordings in our room and during
the presentation, he commented the
quality of reproduction sound by Reimyo
and Harmonix system. The audience, this
year, was much better prepared about our
products, many visitors remembered the
previous exhibitions. There were all magazines and all have complimented with us, subsequently they
will publish the articles about the show.
The show was a very exhausting and tiresome, but we are
very happy of the result and make every visitors very happy.
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